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LPM Staff: Daniel Gilliam, Stacy Owen, Stephen George, Ellen Oost, Tajah McQueen
Meeting called to order at 4:33
●

Approval of minutes
○ Welcome by Mac Brown
○ Jordan motions to approve minutes from the last meeting, Todd seconds.
○ Minutes approved

●

New Business
○ Tajah will be taking Kirsten’s spot as LPM staff liaison.

■

○
○

Tajah is U of L alum. Working on events coming from in-house,
coming up with new ideas. Is looking for volunteers at upcoming
events. Everyone else introduced themselves to Tajah.
Welcome back, Pam Michael.
Introductions of staff members.

●

Report Updates
○ Everyone on the CAB received a copy of the research report submitted in
August. It was given to the board as well. D&I committee received the report well
from Mac’s presentation. Mac is also delivering the presentation to full board of
directors next Tuesday after which we’ll receive a response from Stephen and
Todd.
○ Stephen - Thank you for the work put into the report. Staff has not seen report
yet. Our list of suggested venues is being used as a tool as they plan their events
going forward. Stephen waiting on insight from the board as to what they’d like
him to do regarding the report.
■ Strategic planning starting next month will take our report into account.
They’ll report back on us once they know how they’re going to implement
this - Likely the next CAB meeting.
○ The report opened up more questions after we finished it. We can use these
questions to direct our efforts going forward.

●

Programming and Reach
○ Jordan talked about looking at programming before it goes out to achieve goals
set out in our report. This is very helpful according to Laura Ellis who shared the
podcasts with us (per Stephen). Laura wants to make sure we’re cognizant of the
programming we do is representative of the city (across a wide variety of
metrics).
■ The programming team could look at the current programming of LPM
and other stations (bring podcasts that we listen to to the table). We’d
need to talk to Daniel separately so we understand exactly how
programming is introduced to the station - have everyone on the same
page.
○ Eric - how do we get the input of people who may not be in the LPM sphere?
■ Tajah - We are working with a student advisory board at U of L.
■ Kenisha has been actively reaching out to her circles to get feedback from
them.
○ Jordan talked about gaining members at Waterfront Wednesday. Stacy and
others have been exploring ways to increase awareness of the fact that LPM puts
on Waterfront Wednesday. They’ve done text campaigns before. Jordan brought
up geofencing again to push to attendees. Happy to help kill this idea or let it
flourish. DO GEOFENCING PROPOSAL FOR LPM.

■

○

○

○

Adjourn - 5:36

They’re currently maxed out on sponsor booths at Waterfront
Wednesday, they have expanded to allow more vendors this year since
it’s been fenced in.
■ Waterfront Wednesday committee will be Kenisha, Eric, Jordan. Stacey
starts booking end of the year / New Year.
Laura is interested in helping do new events so we don’t attract all of the same
people. Have events at new places and/or relocate current events to new
venues. Tajah - We need an interest in an area in order to have an event there,
sort of a catch-22. Laura - Partner with current organizations (leverage CAB
members connections) to make this happen.
People at the lower end of the socioeconomic scale interact with social systems a
lot more than others. They could use education surrounding this so they can
adequately utilize these resources.
Mac would like a team to do some research to make sure news is covering what
we need it to cover. This would be more in-depth than what the news team did in
the initial report submitted to the board. Looking at is specifically from this angle.
■ Marie - Proposed doing more stories to cover how government systems
work. Mac referenced bed bug story which did a great service to the
community. Mac would like to look at other stories to make sure they’re
having the most impact that they can. Tajah - part of her goal is to take
articles and bring them to people to talk to them about it. Exactly what
Mac was talking about.
■ When are health specific stories reported on? Not a specific time slot stories are reported on as they happen. Big opportunity to do education in
the community surrounding healthcare - open enrollment is coming soon.

